Reading - 1
Read the text about the solar system. Are the sentences 1-7 true, false or not
given? Put a cross (X) in the correct box.
The first one (0) is an example.
The solar system is composed of the sun, and the planets, satellites, asteroids, comets,
and all the other objects that orbit around the sun. The sun is a star, it gives us heat
and light, so we can’t have life without the sun.
There are 8 planets in the solar system. Each planet has a name. Starting from the sun
we find: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune.
Some of these planets have one or more satellites. The Earth has one satellite, the
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moon. Jupiter has more than 60 satellites.

True
0. The sun is a star.

False

Not given

X

1. Uranus is the third planet from the sun.

X

2. Each planet has a satellite.

X

3. Our satellite is the moon.

X

4. Jupiter has more than 60 satellites.

X

5. There are 5 planets in the solar system.
6. The Earth is between Venus and Mars.
7. Halley is a very famous comet.

X
X
X
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Reading - 2
Read the text about a farm. Choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions
1-5. Only one answer is correct.
The first one (0) is an example.
Many people live in Springville. It is a nice town between a lake and a mountain.
Paul is a farmer and he lives in Springville with his family: his wife Liza, his daughter
Nancy and his son Adam.
On their farm there are a lot of animals: cows, horses, sheep, hens and Buffy, a big
dog.
Buffy is Adam’s favourite animal on the farm. It is big and it has got long, black fur.
Nancy likes horses. Her favourite horse is Apollo, a very beautiful white horse.
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Nancy and Adam like living on a farm!
0. Springville is:
A. a big city.
B. a nice town.
C. a farm.
D. a port.
1. Near Springville there is:
A. a river and a mountain.
B. a lake and a river.
C. a lake and a mountain.
D. a lake and a river.
2. Paul lives with:
A. his sister.
B. his mother.
C. his family.
D. his aunt.
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3. Paul’s wife is:
A. Buffy.
B. Liza.
C. Nancy.
D. Adam.
4. Buffy has:
A. short, white fur.
B. short fur.
C. long, white fur.
D. long, black fur.
5. Nancy’s favourite animal is:
A. a horse.
B. a dog.
C. a cat.
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D. she hasn’t got a favourite animal.
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Reading - 3
Read the text about penguins. Answer the questions (1-6). Use a maximum
of 4 words. Write your answers in the boxes.
The first one (0) is an example.
Penguins are very unusual: they are birds but they can’t fly. They aren’t fish but they
can swim very well.
They are sea-birds: they use their wings to “fly” underwater, but they cannot fly in the
air. They are at home in the ocean.
They catch their food underwater. They eat fish and other sea food.
They are black and white.
Penguins live only in the Southern Hemisphere of the world where it’s very, very cold.

0.

What kind of animal is the penguin?

Penguins are birds.

1.

What can they do?

They can swim. / Penguins can swim.

2.

What do they eat?

Fish and sea food.

3.

What colour are they?

Black and white.

4.

Where do the penguins live?

In the Southern Hemisphere.

5.

How many eggs do they lay?

They lay two eggs. / Penguins lay
two eggs.

6.

.Where do their babies born?

They born on land.
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Penguins lay two eggs per year and raise their babies on land.

Reading - 4
Read the information about a summer camp. Are the sentences 1-7 true, false or
not given? Put a cross (X) in the correct box.
The first one (0) is an example.
Holiday camp for kids: “Brave explorers!”
The most exciting experience for your summer!
For kids aged 10 – 13 years old

Our activities:

Afternoon activities: orienteering – volleyball – swimming
Evening activities: dancing – animation

Camp opening times: 8 a.m. – 10 p.m. from Monday to Friday
Camp prices: 27 $ per day – 105 $ per week lunch and dinner included

Call 0377849563 or come and visit us at “Hill Centre” 34, Scotland Rd.,
Springfield
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Morning activities: ice skating – dancing – tennis

True
1. “Brave explorers!” is a summer camp.

False

Not given

X

2. There are 2 tennis courts.

X

3. “Brave Explorers” is for kids aged 6 to 13.

X

4. “Brave Explorers” opens every morning

X

at 8:00 a.m.
5. Lunch is included in the price.

X

6. In the afternoon there are three

X

different activities.
7. Two weeks cost 215 $.

X
X
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8. In the morning there is a break.
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Listening - 1
Listen and match the questions 1-5 and the answers A-E.
The first one is an example.
You will hear the recording twice.
You will have 20 seconds at the end of the second recording to complete your
answers.

1. How old is Petro?

A. He lives in Athens. [2]

2. Where does he live?

B. He has no sisters. [4]

3. Why does he like Athens?

Ex. He is eleven years old. [1]

4. How many sisters has Pedro got?

C. It’s white.

5. What can he see from his window?

D. He can see the temple. [5]

6. What colour is the temple?

E. Because it’s beautiful. [3]

1
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You now have 20 seconds to look at the task.

Listening - 2
Listen to the story. While listening, put in order and write the numbers. The first
one is an example.
You will hear the recording twice.
You will have 20 seconds at the end of the second recording to complete your
answers.
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You now have 20 seconds to look at the task.
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Listening - 3
Listen and put a cross (X) in the correct box. Only one answer is correct. The first
one is an example.
You will hear the recording twice.
You will have 20 seconds at the end of the second recording to complete your
answers.
You now have 20 seconds to look at the task.

True
0. Gretel is ten years old.

False

Not given

X

1. Gretel lives near a forest.

X

2. Gretel likes her house.

X
X

4. In their garden there is a swing.

X

5. Gretel hasn’t got a pet.

X

6. Otto can’t sing.

X
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3. Hans is Gretel’s sister.

Listening – 4
Listen to the text. While listening, choose the correct answer for questions 1-5.
Put a cross (X) in the correct box. Only one answer is correct. The first one is an
example.
You will hear the recording twice.
You will have 20 seconds at the end of the second recording to complete your
answers.
You now have 20 seconds to look at the task.
1. Ex. Ruth is:
A. 11 years old.
B. 12 years old.
C. 9 years old.
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D. 8 years old.
2. Ruth goes to school:
A. by car.
B. by train.
C. by bus.
D. on foot.
3. The school is:
A. in the centre of the city.
B. in front of the library.
C. near her house.
D. near a park.
4. In her classroom there are:
A. 20 students.
B. 23 students.
C. 11 students.
D. 12 students.
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5.2Ruth’s favourite subject is:
A. Art.
B. Sport.
C. History.
D. Math.
6. In her school there isn’t:
A. a computer room.
B. an art lab.
C. a garden.
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D. a canteen.
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